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still, that doesn't mean that codename panzers: cold
war can't be worth your time or your money.
codename panzers: cold war is blitz games' first foray
into the triple-a world. it's not, however, entirely blitz's
first venture into the gaming world. it's also a suitably
polished and complicated ww2 shooter that most of
you, hopefully, should enjoy. here, then, are blitz's
best features as a triple-a title. codename panzers:
cold war's opening mission has you and a friend
leading a small squad of allied soldiers in to an ancient
forest deep behind enemy lines. a locater beacon calls
you to the sound of a russian marching band, and your
group of privates, grenadiers, and army engineers
gains a new commander in the form of a strapping
german with a lot of charm. all of the codename
panzers games have had a similar look - military
stories set in ww2 met overmap landscapes with a
minimal part of the action concealed. only here, the
entire point of concealing the action is so that the map
can be more cartoony. codename panzers is famous
for its wacky humor, and the game's final map should
appeal to its fans. it's a simple, straightforward
cartoon map with less than a thousand square miles of
territory, and it's all occupied. unlike the codename
panzers games, there's nowhere to hide. if you fire
something on the map, it'll be seen and shot right
back at you. during the opening mission, the game's
cartoony, upbeat tone is briefly interrupted by a
poignant reminder of how the war ended. the talking
tanks finish the mission in animated glory and it's all
the more heartbreaking for being incongruous with the
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events of the game. from the factory and factory yard
minigame to the vehicle-building section, the series
has always had an especial fondness for breaking the
fourth wall, and it continues in codename panzers cold
war.
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codename panzers cold war is the first codename
panzers game with class-based abilities. this adds a
complexity to the game that has previously existed

with unlockable vehicles and characters. your
character can be made into a tank, tank driver,

tracklayer, observer, or engineer in the customization
section of the game. this isn't as fancy as it sounds - it
only allows you to change equipment and your class -

but it's always been a neat idea that has only been
implemented in one codename panzers game.

codename panzers cold war has a single mission per
level and these are mostly story-driven. in the opening
game's main mission, you are charged with capturing
a bridge in the forest. you do this by capturing control
points in the battle, and then by capturing the bridge.
in its own way, this is a neat idea. rather than a team

of enemies firing at you from the other side of the
map, the enemy comes from within your own team,

and the battle's still intense but it's more personal. it's
also rather convenient. this page provides information
on codename panzers: cold war. the latest beta 2 is

available for download from the official website and is
playable without registration. in this free codename
panzers game you're not only a warrior, but also a

commander. train the troops, upgrade equipment, and
equip vehicles. the game is still a beta version, but it

has been tested by the community and it is stable. this
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is a codename panzers: cold war free online game. all
the battles were carried out by stormregion and are
running with the latest beta 2. this free codename

panzers has 7 cities, 100 levels, and 20 missions. you
can play alone or against other players and choose to

play in server 2 or server 3. you can also play on
tablets, smartphones and other devices with the html5

web player. battle near the caucasus mountains,
across the steppes, the forest or the ocean and choose
to play with infantry, tanks, vehicles or naval units. try

to win the game of war, rank up, win the goal and
have missions with multiple and prerequisites.
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